Dear Colleagues.

I hope this letter find you and your family well.

I write to inform you that, on the 27th January, the ISA Executive Committee and the Brazilian Local Organizing Committee have issued the final Program of the Fourth ISA Forum. You can browse it on this link https://isaconf.confex.com/isaconf/forum2020/meetingapp.cgi

To go directly to the RC07 program https://isaconf.confex.com/isaconf/forum2020/meetingapp.cgi/Symposium/573

The Plenary Sessions at https://isaconf.confex.com/isaconf/forum2020/meetingapp.cgi/Program/1060

I strongly recommend you to pay attention to the set of short documentaries called “Challenges of contemporary Brazil”. They address issues related to the vitality and the resilience of Brazilian civil society during the pandemic, particularly in the favelas; the pervasive racism and patriarchalism in the Brazilian labour market, and how Bolsonaro government policies have been threatening the survival of indigenous people and the environment. They will be available on Forum website by 22nd February.


Best wishes

Soraya Vargas Côrtes